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If there are any guys that have a room booked and need / want a roomie, please add a post. There are some
guys looking to split a room or were on the fence because they didn’t have someone to split a room with. Put it
up on here and then PM each other.
I've gotten several PM's, OK, a ton of PM's regarding the trip. I know some guys are coming on Wed while
others aren't coming until Fri or Sat. We have some waders and some floaters. What I would like to do is get a
list of attendees and be able to break it down into smaller groups.
Example: 4 groups of 4 guys, each group could have 2 guys w/ experience on the D and 2 first timers.
In a perfect world, I'd like to see everyone catch fish that weekend. The guys that have been there before
understand that sometimes, the river will not cooperate and "it is what it is". I want to see a newbie that's never
caught much over a 10- 12 incher, get spooled in a riff by a spunky rainbow. We could pair up like that 1/2 of
the time or I’ll just take a first timer w/ me every day. I’m good with that.
Guys w/ experience on the river that I'm aware of:
afishinado
AFISHN
JayL
JerseyGeorge
Flyswatter
Alpabuck
EsopusGuy
me
jdaddy (some)
josh (some)
I don’t know how much experience the other attendees have but sound off if you are a first timer or an old hand
at it. I know a few guys are coming w/ canoes and will have room for a second angler that would like to float the
river. We should also have an extra pontoon (or two) and an extra kayak (or two).
This will be awesome if I don't screw it up. :) Dave set the bar pretty high with the WW JAM.
DON'T FORGET:
Rain gear
PT's, ISO's, Caddis larva

Every Olive pattern you have
Streamers
Warm clothing
Sense of humor
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